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Pal Buddhist School
Enlightenment through Wisdom, Morality and Diligence

www.pal.nsw.edu.au

Pal Buddhist School is the first and only Buddhist secondary school in
Australia. In its origin, Buddhism was not considered a religion and Buddha
did not consider himself a god. Our application of Buddhism reflects a
philosophical approach based on the morals and teachings of the Buddha.
As such, we are a secular, independent, co-educational high school and we
welcome Year 7 to 12 students from all backgrounds, race, religions and
walks of life.
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Message from the

PRINCIPAL
Buddhists may know the Buddha as the greatest
engineer of the human mind who ever lived, but to
me it is quite apparent that the Buddha’s first and
foremost profession as a teacher. We know this for
certain, as even in the present day, he is still teaching
us through his Dhamma.
Clearly, the Buddha knew that education was the great leveler. In his time, there existed a 6-caste-system, from
the janitors all the way up to kings and then to high level monks known as Brahmins. Whilst the society at the time
believed that people were born into slavery or royalty, the Buddha clearly and firmly upheld that:
No one is born a nobleman,
One becomes a noble man by good deeds alone.
In his great Sangha (the order of monks), consisting of thousands of Arahats, you would have found beggars, thieves,
murderers, Princes, children, and so on; all of whom had the privilege and blessing of receiving education taught
by the great Teacher himself. Those who had the darkness lifted by the light of education taught by the Buddha,
successfully found the pathway to end of all life’s sufferings.
Indeed, the Buddha, as the greatest teacher who ever lived, showed that all people, no matter what label society had
given them, were able to achieve the same highest result of full enlightenment when given the opportunity to have
the gift of education.
Now, at the food and drinking source of a very peaceful and happy society, you will find excellent and very
wholesome educators or schools. We know that every school community tells a story. Pal Buddhist School is the
new chapter in an old lineage educational book called the Dhamma - founded by the Buddha.
Great schools are not known for what riches and facilities they have - like football fields, swimming pools, great
gymnasiums or great old historical buildings.
Great schools are known for their sense of community and determination to succeed, for their unwavering
commitment to every child and his or her family, and the certainty that all students, regardless of their background,
deserve the very best education - both academic as well as moral, that society can provide. This commitment that
every person matters is what Pal Buddhist School brings to our community. This is the fundamental theme of our
story.

MR PANHA PAL
Principal
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Enlightenment
Through
Wisdom,
Morality and
Diligence.
Pal Buddhist School’s motto, “Enlightenment
Through Wisdom, Morality and Diligence”,
underpins the educational philosophy of the
School’s ethos and culture.
Inspired by the Buddha’s Eightfold Noble Path,
our School believes in not only imparting
academic knowledge, but also cultivating the
whole individual through right wisdom (paññā),
morality (sīla) and effort (samādhi). It is on
these three pillars that the School derives its
academic, cultural, spiritual and disciplinary
principles and programs.

* The terms paññā, sīla and samādhi are the corresponding Pali
translations for wisdom, morality and diligence, respectively.
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Welcome to Our School
Pal Buddhist School is a non-profit organisation and provides
an exceptional education that is accredited by the Australian
Department of Education for certification up to and including the
Higher School Certificate (HSC).
We are a leader in educational teaching technology and innovation;
being one of a very rare number of schools that has developed and
implemented a “paperless classroom” system. We term this new way
of learning, the 4D Learning Experience: where learning is informative
and transformative; where good practice and efficiency are
integrated into a student’s life and habits; where our students can
learn anytime, any place and with a peer, group or teacher support.
Being the first and only Buddhist High School in Australia, we
incorporate the Buddhist philosophy into everyday teaching, as a
matter of passing on moral and virtuous behaviour, good character
and wisdom. At Pal Buddhist School, students learn these values
by action. Our students engage actively in charity and leadership,
both internally in the school as well as externally such as the local
community, and nationally around the state and country.

Above: Our students participate in annual sports
and recreational camps, where the focus is on
team-building skills, outdoor sporting activities,
appreciation for nature and the essentials of life.

Through the mindful selection of appropriate opportunities, our
students learn the following FIVE virtues (which derive from the
Buddha’s teaching):

Above: Our students are active and regular volunteers
and provide their service for the disadvantaged,
elderly and for the public benefit.

Thus, we are not a religious school in the sense that
we hold to any ideas on the basis of pure faith and
mere dogma, or in the sense that we use faith as
a trump-card to reason. Rather we are a School of
science in its truest sense: we aim to foster in our
students a love of the pursuit of truth in all domains,
the material and the spiritual, the discovered as well
as the undiscovered.
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Our 4D Learning Method
Traditionally, classrooms were thought of to be a place
for the old ‘chalk and talk’ paradigm. A classroom would
therefore be considered great if students were engaged
and interested in the content being presented to them. So,
for our School, the challenge was to ask: “What can we do
better for the students?”
One thing is certain: technology is changing how schools
teach and how students learn. It will continue to change
how we access and interact with the content that shapes
our educational experiences at a rapidly accelerating rate.
At Pal Buddhist School, our 4D classrooms are studentcentered, differentiated, and filled with the creative
buzz that comes with engagement in collaboration and
exploration. This approach, designed for all disciplines,
facilitates student ownership of learning while teaching
technological, analytical and adaptive skills necessary for
the ever-changing digital world.

The goal is
not to just
go paperless.
The goal is to
provide the
highest-quality
education we
can.
STUDENTS CAN...
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>

COLLABORATE with fellow
students or the teacher,
whether in or out of class,
to complete group work or
project based learning.

>

HAVE PEACE OF MIND, as all information and
workbooks are stored and backed up onto a
secure cloud server.

>

ACCESS all their learning content from any
point in time, even from previous years and
subjects.
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TEACHERS CAN...
>

SAVE TIME by accessing and marking their student
workbooks any time and anywhere. Homework
feedback is then instantenously synchonised with the
student notebooks, and can be accessed immediately.

>

ORGANISE all their subject and module content into a
digital library, where it will be even easier for students
to learn and follow course sequence.

>

CUSTOMISE STUDENT LEARNING, by being able
to better determine and monitor individual student
needs, and thus able to design and push specific
activities to improve student performance.

At Pal Buddhist School, we understand that the
strength of a student’s ability and development lies in a
triangular partnership formed between the student, the
parents, and the School. Scientific research has shown
that students with parents who are involved in their
education, are much more motivated, focused and aim
for higher goals.

“The technology style of learning has helped me to
become more organised and I can revise my notes
whenever I need to, unlike paper which can be
missing and damaged easily. I enjoy class as the
lessons are not dull, instead it is fun!”
-- Jia Man Lee

Parents are therefore encouraged to be involved with
their child’s education, and this is even easier to do
so with our Parent Portal, where information about a
student’s marks, grades, homework submission rates,
achievements, school activities, and more, can be
conveniently accessed via a smartphone or computer.
Furthermore, direct communication between teachers
and parents is able to occur more seamlessly via the
portal, allowing faster transparency between home and
school, as well as a coherence of values taught.

Wisdom | Morality | Diligence
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Photo: Our students perform on stage for
a crowd of over one thousand people,
during the Cabramatta Moon Festival

Our Curriculum. Your Opportunities.
Extra-curricular
Programs and Student
Clubs
We all know that a successful person is
one who is healthy in Mind, Body and
Spirit. At Pal Buddhist School, we not
only want to talk about this, but ensure
that our students are motivated to ‘walk
the talk’. To achieve this implies that
not only do we provide a world-class
academic education for their mind, but
we also promote a healthy body and
spirit through our diversity of student
clubs.

The Mind Enrichment
Maths Club
In our Maths Club, we adopt a Masterand-Apprentice approach. The Master
encourages the student to solve
unfamiliar problems, and guides by
showing that a big problem can be
broken into multi-step smaller problems.
The Master then patiently gives students
time and space to investigate, think and
reflect. The student realises, through
empirical thought processes, that
Mathematics is a tool used to model
and solve complex problems, not only
for Maths, but also in life. Our Maths
Club aims to select our most eliteminded Maths students to participate in
prestigious competitions and olympiads
at the state and national level.

The Chess Club
A chess board is an 8-by-8 grid of square
blocks. Yet, under the rules of the game,
mathematicians have proven that there
are an unlimited combination of moves
that are possible in any chess game.
Photo: Students receiving NSW Chess League trophies
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Is this not similar to life’s challenges
and problem solving skills? Strategy
building, planning, insights and foresights
of not only your own moves, but also
anticipating your opponent’s plans and
strategies, are the intrinsic skillsets
to be learnt through experience from
playing chess. Our Chess Club also trains
students for inter-school competitions
and championships, as well as NSW
Chess Leagues.

The Coding Club
At Pal Buddhist School, we know
that we are only at the beginning of
the information age. An age where
computers, automation, robotics, selfdriving cars and planes are just the
beginning. At the heart of such an era
is the human resource, who are prized
for their computer coding skills. Thus,
in our Coding Club, students are given
the opportunity to have an early start to
the world which inevitably expects them
to speak, walk and talk the language of
computers - coding.

Your Curriculum
Pal Buddhist School rigiourously trains
and coaches our students according to the
following certifications:
• Australian Curriculum & NSW
Curriculum
• Record of School Achievement (RoSA)
for Year 7 to 10
• Higher School Certificate Course (HSC)
for Year 11-12
Our school offers a wide range of subjects
taught by closely-selected teachers with
an expertise in subject content as well as
student management and motivation.
Pal Buddhist School teachers are not only
educators – they are also leaders who will
care for the students on an academic as well
as spiritual level.
Subjects offered at our School include:
English		
- English		
- Extension 1
- Extension 2
- ESL

Mathematics
- Mathematics
- Extension 1
- Extension 2

Science
Humanities
- Biology
- History
- Chemistry
- Geography
- Physics		
- Modern/Ancient History
- Computing
- Society & Culture
		
Creative Arts
Social Sciences
- Music		
- Legal Studies
- Visual Arts
- Business Studies
- Drama		
- Economics
- Photography
- Commerce
Languages
- Japanese
- Chinese

Sports & Technology
- Design & Technology
- PD/H/PE

The Creative and Performing Arts (CAPA) Club
We believe that great world leaders are those who can make other people do
the things they never thought they could. These leaders solve difficult challenges
through creative intelligence. We believe that creativity can be developed and
enhanced through music, arts, games and drama performances. Thus, at Pal
Buddhist School, we have formed the following groups:
• School Choir & Stage Band
• PlaySpace Games Club
• AcaPals Music Club

Our Public Speaking
Mentor Program
Famous world leaders possess
skilful public speaking abilities.
Leaders are effective because they
are able express their ideas clearly
and confidently through their public
speeches. At Pal Buddhist School,
our teachers believe that aspiring
leaders can build their confidence
in speaking, through practice and
personal experiences. So our teachers
mentor students on a weekly basis to
do public speaking during our school
assemblies. We believe that fear can
be diminished and confidence can
be strengthened through exposure
to real and practical public speaking
experiences.

Other Student Clubs &
Programs
•
•

•

Environment Club
Sports: Athletics, Swimming,
Basketball, Table Tennis,
Badminton, Soccer/Football,
Cricket, and more
Charity and Volunteer Club

Wisdom | Morality | Diligence
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Bringing out Potential
The Buddha was an advocate of
ambitious goal-setting, constant
striving and discipline for the sake of
attaining one’s own goals.
Thus, while accepting the different
potentials of each individual, we
rouse in our students the desire to
be the very best person that they can
be. We celebrate high achievement in
both academics and sport, and hold to
strict disciplinary standards.

Photo: Students at the 2015 CAPA Night
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We are also a school that encourages
friendly competition. While ultimately
where we stand in relation to others
matters little – for how we stand in
relation to ourselves is what really
counts – it is good to engage in
friendly competition to bring out our
best.

Photo: Athena Ho performing the long jump
at our annual Athletics Carnival

Every year, our students
are offered University early
offers & scholarships.
Our track record has proven that our holistic education system builds
well-rounded and successful individuals. Every year since our first
graduating class in 2014, our students never fail to receive University
Scholarships and early-offer entry to their desired University course.
Our students proceed to the top universities such as the University
of New South Wales, University of Sydney and the University of
Technology, Sydney, and moreover, have received leadership-based
scholarships in these top universities.
Among our highly experienced teaching staff and school executive
leaders, we incorporate numerous programs and schemes to bring
our student results to among the best in the state. Students undergo
leadership training and participate in entrepreneurial opportunities:
qualities which make our students highly eligible for Universities.

“I went from being a 73 student
to achieving a 97.15 ATAR in less
than 2 years.”
Andrew Luong, Graduating Class of 2014

Success Stories
Despite being a young school, our students have made a strong stance in
the HSC achievements. Some of the great achievements by our students and
teachers include:
• 1st place in NSW* in HSC Biology
• 1st place in NSW* in HSC Khmer Continuers
• Runner-up of the NSW Junior Chess League
• Runner-up of the 2015 National Writer’s Competition
• Published poetry in the Write4Fun annual productions
• On average, 84% of our students score above the national average in
English Literacy in the national NAPLAN testing
• On average 80% of our students score in the highest possible band of
Numeracy in the national NAPLAN testing
• Recognition by the Global Leadership Entry Program at Macquarie
University
*It is to be noted that the NSW candidature averages 80,000 students in Year 12 every year.

Wisdom | Morality | Diligence
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A School of All Round Character Development
The capacity for independent thinking,
empiricism and reason does not come
from nothing. It is sown, cultivated
and stabilised in the soil of all-round
character development. As a Buddhist
school, we use the Buddha’s teaching
as a rich resource in this regard.
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The Buddha taught the principles of virtuous behaviour in many ways. Our
School has adopted twenty-two of them as the bases of its rules, policies and
governance structures. They are as follows:

To refrain from:

And to cultivate:

1

Killing living beings and physical
violence

Compassionate action towards all
living beings

2

Taking what is not given

Contentment and generous actions

3

Sexual misconduct

Respect for the opposite sex

4

Speaking falsehood

Truthful speech

5

Speaking divisively

Speech that encourages friendship
and forgiveness

6

Speaking harshly

Beautiful and uplifting speech

7

Speaking idle chatter

Meaningful and relevant speech

8

Covetousness and materialistic
thinking

Contentment and non-materialistic
thinking

9

Aggressive and nasty thinking

Compassionate thinking

10

Reckless, victim-status-based and
irresponsible thinking

The view that all actions have
consequences and thus we should
all take full responsibility for all
the consequences of our personal
actions and choices

11

The use of alcohol and intoxicants

A love of sobriety, clarity and
wisdom

A School of Love
& Generosity
Our school has incorporated into its curriculum
voluntary service to the needy in places like nursing
homes, homeless shelters and schools for those with
special needs. The purpose is to give our students the
opportunity for exposure to real human suffering and
to develop skilful responses based on the four kinds
of love taught by the Buddha: goodwill, compassion,
appreciation and patient understanding.

A School of Mindfulness
This special dimension to Buddhist education provides our students
with highly effective remedies to everyday stresses and enhances
performance. Although mindfulness has been dubbed a panacea to
a range of modern ailments, actually, it is but one component taken
out of the holistic path of life-training taught by the Buddha.
To maximise the potentials of mindfulness training, we bring it
into a holistic context, firstly, by the study and understanding of
mindfulness theory through the Dhamma, and secondly, by its
realistic application and practice in everyday life and experiences.

Student achievements, both academic
and non-academic, are altruistically
celebrated at our Awards Nights held
every semester (twice per year).

Wisdom | Morality | Diligence
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Our Growing School Community & Support

Renewing
Humanity
through our
Teach4Peace

Project
14
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Pal Buddhist School’s Teach4Peace is a
humanitarian aid initiative which focuses
on providing relief to the under-privileged
countries around the world. Our relief comes
primarily in the form of education and
resources, but we also donate food, medical
and monetary supplies.
Some of the projects that have been achieved
by our Teach4Peace Program include:
> Email Pals Program
By indirectly teaching English to lesserprivileged children living in other countries,
our students undergo a mutually enriching
friendship which leads to the development
of hope, appreciation, humility,
compassion and cultural awareness.
> Buddhist Library Cambodia Project
Our students raise money to support the
Cambodia Project, where young children
and orphans receive free dental services,
mobile library services, the building of
clean water tanks, and free English classes.
> Disaster Relief
Our students volunteer their time on
weekends to run a donation appeal to
raise money for natural disasters affecting
countries all over the world. In the past
few years, our students have contributed
to the Red Cross foundation, World Vision
and the Tzu Chi Foundation in events
involving typhoons, earthquakes, bushfires
and floods.
> Asylum Seeker Centre
Our students participate in donation drives
where goods such as sanitary supplies,
food, hygiene products, and cleaning
products, are collected by students and
donated to asylum seekers.
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A School in
Evolution
We believe in starting
from where we are and
striving for perfection.
Each day brings with
it fresh challenges,
and we look forward
to working with you
to bring our vision to
fruition.
Mr Panha Pal,
Founding Principal

Contact Us
www.pal.nsw.edu.au
14 First Avenue, Canley Vale NSW Australia 2166
Phone +612 9755 7778
CRICOS Provider 03398D

